Abstract. In this paper, we present a system, called ICC, that learns constrained logic programs containing function symbols. The particularity of our approach is to consider, as in the field of Constraint Logic Programming, a specific computation domain and to handle terms by taking into account their values in this domain. Nevertheless, an earlier version of our system was only able to learn constraints Xi --t, where X~ is a variable and t is a term. We propose here a method for learning linear constraints. It has already been a lot studied in the field of Statistical Learning Theory and for learning Oblic Decision Trees. As far as we know, the originality of our approach is to rely on a Linear Programming solver. Moreover, integrating it in ICC enables to learn non linear constraints.
Introduction
This paper is mainly devoted to the problem of handling numeric data in Inductive Logic Programming. This involves several points: defining a formal framework for studying this problem, learning numeric relations, introducing functional terms. From the semantic point of view, a consensus has emerged about the semantics of definite logic programs in terms of Herbrand interpretations, whereas several semantics have been defined for normal logic programs that can be based either upon the classical two-valued logics or upon multi-valued logics. Nevertheless, pure logic programs do not enable to express numeric expressions. In Prolog, recta-predicates, as for instance the primitive is a, have been defined to deal with numeric values, but the semantics of such programs can no longer be studied in terms of Herbrand interpretations. To deal with this problem, a new field, called Constraint Logic Programming, has rapidly grown: it enables to express constraints that are interpreted in a specific domain of computation, as for instance, the set of integers, or the reals.
In this paper, we propose a new approach for learning logic programs containing function symbols. Instead of relying on the syntactic form of terms, we propose to consider a domain of computation and to build new terms based on their values in this domain and on the interest of these values for discriminating positive and negative examples. In an earlier version [6] , the prototype, called ICC, that we have developed in the framework of Constraint Logic Programming, was limited to constraints Xi = t, where X~ is a variable and t is a term in which X~ does not occur. The main contribution of this paper is to propose a method, based on Linear Programming techniques, to learn relevant linear constraints and to integrate it in the system ICC, in order to learn non linear constraints. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 recalls basic definitions about Constraint Logic Programming. In Section 3, the system ICC is described. In Section 4, a method to learn linear inequalities is proposed as well as the way it is integrated in Ice. . .
Let 7) be a (Z, Tic)-structure and let T be a set of terms. An inverse interpretation of a constant d w.r.t T is the subset of T composed of the terms t that satisfy I~(t) --d. This set is denoted by ITl(d).
3
The system Ice
The learning task of ICC is specified by:
1. a set Z of function symbols and a set Tic of constraint predicates, 2. a (~, Hc)-structure 7), 3. a set BASE of basic predicates defined by a set, denoted by BK +, of 7)-atoms, 4. a set TARG of target predicates, specified by two sets of 7)-atoms: E + and E-with E + N E-= 0. The set E = E + U -~E-represents the intended interpretation and in the following,/-/p denotes the set BASE LI TAR(]. The aim of Ice is to find a constrained program, built over E, He, and //p which :D-covers the positive examples and which :D-covers no negative ones. The method used to build linked constrained clauses is a classical one, that consists in iteratively adding to the body of the clause, either a constrained atom or a constraint until no negative example is :D-covered. We recall here the way relevant constraints are built. A similar method has been developed for building relevant constrained atoms. For more details, see [6] .
Since a clause must :D-covers at least a :D-uncovered positive exampl% the first step of the algorithm is to choose (randomly) a :D-uncovered positive example e E E + and to build a clause which :D-covers e and as many :D-uncovered positive examples as possible. The positive example e enables us to build a set of relevant constraints and a set of relevant constrained atoms, and then a classical entropy measure [10] enables to choose the best constraint or the best constrained atoms. Therefore, let e E E + be a :D-uncovered positive example, let C be a clause that :D-covers e and some negative examples, and let v be a covering valuation for e. In the best case, we would like to find a0, al, a2 such that for each i = 1..6, En + is satisfied (for example En + = a0 + al * 3 + a2 * 3 < 0) and for each j = 7..12, Zny is satisfied (for example ~n~-= a0 + al * 5 + a2 * 2 > 0).
facto(X, Y) *--Z = pred(X), T = div(Y, X) [] facto(Z, T). member(X, Y) ~--X = head(Y). member(X, Y) ~--Z = X, T = body(Y) [] member(Z, T).

Learning linear constraints
A solution to Zn + UZn'( would give the equation of an hyperplane that separates the positive examples from the negative ones. Nevertheless, in many cases, this set has no solutions and we only aim at maximizing the number of inequalities that are satisfied. We solve this problem by using linear programming techniques, that can be expressed as follows:
LPg : maximize ~=lCjXj subject to Z~=laljxj < bi, lot i = 1,2,... ,m lj < xj < uj, for j = 1,...,n where xj is a real or an integer. ZJ~ i : ao + * where C denotes a fixed constant the value of which will be very high and where ~ri takes either the value 0 or 1. The underlying idea is that if the value of C is high enough, the inequality ao + E']=la j * v~(Xj) < a~ * C will be satisfied with
Gi----1.
II--
In the same way we built the set [Zn i ]{qlab~=-} containing the following inequalities:
Zn i''-: ao + ~=laj * vi(Xj) _> c -Gi * C where e is a sufficiently low value which allows to remove the strict inequalities. 
Integration in ICe
As has already been mentioned, ICC is based on a top-down strategy: while negative examples are extensionally covered, the current clause is refined by adding a literal to its body. Let us suppose that the variables X1, ..., Xn have already been introduced in the clause. Each time a new numeric variable is introduced, the system ICC calls the system lp_solve, developed by M.R.C.M. The experiments that we have made have already given positive results. Nevertheless, even if the system lp_solve that we use is efficient, so that searching for linear inequalities does not seem very expensive, the search space in ICC is, in general, very large due to the introduction of new terms. Biases have been introduced, as for instance the limitation of the depths of terms. Nevertheless, they are fixed before the learning process and we would like to study more dynamic biases linked to the learning problem and specifying terms or atoms that seem relevant.
Comparison with other works: Some systems already deal with the problem of learning constrained logic programs, as for instance, [11, 8] . In [11] , the system combines a version space strategy with a divide-and-conquer strategy and the constraints that are learned mainly express bounds for variables. The strategy developed in [8] is an extension of Golem [7] to handle numeric constraints.
The problem of learning linear inequalities has already been a lot studied in the literature. It has been studied from a theoretical point of view, in [12] . There are two main differences with the Support Vector machines, defined in [12] : first, we intend to minimize the number of misclassified examples whereas their aim is to minimize the empirical risk; secondly, our method relies on Linear Programming techniques which is, as far as we know, originM. This has also been studied in the field of learning decision trees, as for instance [1, 9] : generally, the underlying systems start from an initial inequation and perturb the coefficients until the impurity measure reaches a local minimum; in OC1 [9] , a non deterministic step enables to get out the locM minimum.
FinMly, the idea of changing the feature space in order to learn non linear constraints has already been introduced in [12] and in [4] . Nevertheless, in our framework the functions that can be introduced in the equations depends on the underlying Constraint Logic Programming language, whereas in [4] , the set of functions is reduced to the product between variables and to the square of a variable.
